
Rubric – Daybook Notes 

 Critical Reader Connected Reader Thoughtful Reader Literal Reader 
Quotations & 
Critical Thinking 

Selected passages are detailed, 
complex, and meaningful. You 
“read between the lines” of the 
text. Explained in terms of a 
larger or universal significance, 
as aspect of self or life in 
general. 
 

Selected passages are less 
detailed but meaningful. You 
explain the quotations and 
show some ability to make 
meaning from what you read.  

A few good details but 
lacking depth in areas. 
Trouble including ideas 
about the quotation in 
terms of the context.  

Poor, if any, details. Rarely includes 
ideas about the quotations.  

Interpretation/ 
Commentary/ 
Understanding 

Thoughtful insight, and 
intelligent commentary. 
Considers different 
interpretations. Creates 
meaning through personal 
connections and references to 
other texts. Experiments with 
different ideas or thinks of 
original or unpredictable 
responses. Carries on dialogue 
with the writer: questions, 
agrees/disagrees, appreciates 
or objects. 
 

Intelligent commentary. 
Constructs a thoughtful, 
believable interpretation of 
the text. Explains the general 
significance of the text 
beyond the facts. Makes 
connections to her own past 
experiences, feelings, or 
knowledge. Asks simple 
questions about the text. 
Thinks of some unusual 
responses but some obvious 
meanings outweigh the not-
so-obvious. 
 

Makes connections to her 
own past experiences, 
feelings, or knowledge but 
doesn’t explain in enough 
detail.  More plot summary 
than interpretation. 
Thinks of a couple unusual 
responses but most are 
obvious meanings. Asks 
simple questions and a 
few are related to not 
understanding the plot. 

Difficulty understanding the meaning of 
the story beyond the obvious. 
Predominantly plot summary. Accepts 
the text literally without thinking of 
different possibilities in meaning. Asks 
questions that relate to understanding 
the plot, indicating confusion in difficult 
sections of the text. Little attempt to 
figure out meaning. 

Literary Elements 
& Style 

Discusses diction, imagery, 
syntax, etc. and how these 
contribute to the meaning. 
Shows appreciation for the 
author’s style, draws 
inferences from figurative 
language. 
 

Includes literary elements but 
only occasionally explains 
how they contribute to 
meaning. Identifies several 
aspects of author’s style, 
analysis supported.  

Lists literary elements but 
little discussion of 
meaning. Identifies limited 
aspects of the author’s 
style. 

Few literary elements, almost no 
discussion of meaning. Disregard’s 
author’s style as means to further 
meaning.  

Coverage of Text 
 

Covers text thoroughly with no 
significant gaps in the text. 
 

Covers important parts 
thoroughly.  

Covers most parts but 
lacks detail. 

Minimal coverage. Significant gaps in 
pages covered. 

Index Index is thoughtfully 
completed with meaningful 
and relevant topics and 
subtopics.  

Index is completed with 
mostly relevant topics and 
subtopics. 

Index is completed with 
some relevant topics and 
subtopics, but are general 
and broad. 
 

Index is completed with summary of 
plot rather than topics and subtopics. 


